Induction distribution of five-phase induction machines under open-phase fault.
The main objective of the paper is to determine the induction distribution of five-phase induction machines operating under unbalanced steady state, focusing on the operation with two opened stator phases. Firstly, we present an analytical model based on symmetric components which includes the third harmonic component of the airgap induction. The model is then used to determine the induction distribution in the airgap and also in the main iron parts, i.e. cores and teeth of the stator and rotor parts. The analytical model is thoroughly validated through two-dimensional Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and using extensive experimental data obtained from tests taken on a prototype machine of 5.5 kW; experimental data, as well results from FEA, showed a close agreement with theoretical data, which confirms the accuracy of the proposed model. The results indicate that when two phases are opened and with no control strategy to compensate the fault, the induction distributions can change significantly, predominantly in the stator and rotor teeth, as a result of additional induction harmonic components. These changes in the field distribution of stator and rotor teeth, in turn, can increase the associated magnetic losses as they are no longer evenly distributed among the teeth, thus potentially creating hot spots inside the machine. The model proposed can, therefore, serve as a basis to assess the overall magnetic losses and the load capacity under fault, given that the field distribution, as well as its associated effects, is essential to establish the machine capacity under unbalance.